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Two concurrent workshops

 TeV4LHC
◆ use Tevatron experience to prepare for LHC

 HERALHC
◆ ditto with HERA experience

 TeV4LHC had first meeting in September at Fermilab
 HERALHC had a mid-term meeting at CERN in October
 This talk consists of:

◆ material I presented at TeV4LHC meeting
◆ a talk that I gave at the HERALHC workshop to

summarize the TeV4LHC workshop
◆ a talk that I gave at Annecy to summarize both the

TeV4LHC and the HERALHC workshops



Tevatron Performance

~400 pb-1 available for analysis ultimately 4-9 fb-1

…currently in the middle of a shutdown for upgrades



Now onto TeV4LHC

 First meeting Sept. 16-18
The purpose of the workshop is
to bring together the Tevatron
and LHC  experimental groups
and the theoretical community to
make the best  possible use of
data and experience from the
Tevatron in preparing for  the
LHC experimental program.  This
will include understanding how to
use Tevatron data to improve
event modelling and theoretical
understanding  of cross sections
for the signals and backgrounds
at LHC, and also how to use
experience with real problems at
the Tevatron to best prepare for
the challenges  of doing analysis
at the LHC.

 Physics groups
◆ QCD

▲ pdf’s and event
classifcation

▲ hard scattering and
hadronization

◆ Top and electroweak

◆ Higgs

◆ Physics landscape



Physics group goals

 QCD
◆ pdf’s and event classification

▲ extraction of pdf’s purely
at high-momentum
transfers

▲ establishment of jet
contracts between
experiments and theorists

▲ subtleties and
practicalities of jet
algorithms

◆ hard scattering and
hadronization

▲ testing of matrix element-
parton showering
matching

▲ underlying event tunes
and model development

▲ tests of hadronization and
tunes/universality of
tunes

 Top and Electroweak
◆ top production and

decay
◆ analysis techniques
◆ improved tagging

strategies
great deal of overlap



Physics groups goals
 Higgs

◆ Wh, Zh with h->bb: can we use
what we have learned at the
Tevatron to make these modes
more easily accessible at the
LHC?

◆ b-tagging:  what have we
learned at the Tevatron about
tagging b's/apply to LHC

◆ bb invariant mass resolution: how
can we use our experience at the
Tevatron to improve this at the
LHC?

◆ associated production of Higgs
and tt~:  can we use our
experience with top at the
Tevatron to optimize this at the
LHC?

◆ associated production of SUSY
Higgs and b's (at large tan beta): 

◆ vector-boson fusion: what
have we learned about forward
jets that can help us tag
vector-boson-fusion processes
at the LHC?

◆ Higgs decay to two photons:
what have we learned about
photons at the Tevatron that
can help us at the LHC?

◆ Higgs decay to WW-> leptons: 
can the Tevatron search help us
optimize this at the LHC?

◆ Higgs decay to tau's:  what have
we learned about taus at the
Tevatron?

◆ advanced analysis techniques -
how can our experience at the
Tevatron be used for Higgs at the
LHC?

◆ theory: what calculations can
we do to improve our
predictions of signals and
backgrounds at the
Tevatron/LHC, as well as to
improve our modeling?

◆ are there signals for standard
model and non-standard Higgs
that we have overlooked?



Physics group goals

 Physics landscape
◆ how do the solutions to analysis problems for

searches at the Tevatron generalize to the LHC?
▲ are current Tevatron background techniques adequate for

the LHC?
▲ can new analysis ideas (NN, specialized jet reconstruction,

energy flow) be employed at the LHC?
▲ how about pure signature-based searches?

◆ how will measurements and searches at the
Tevatron impact theoretical predictions for the LHC?

▲ impact of searches for Z-primes and W-primes?
▲ constraints from SUSY searches_impact of better

measurements of Mtop and MW?
▲ how are the Tevatron and the LHC complementary?



TeV4LHC goals

 First of all, this is also
a TeV4TeV workshop

 Essentially
everything we’re
doing is
useful/necessary for
understanding and
exploiting the
Tevatron Run II data



TeV4LHC goals

 But of course, what we
learn at the Tevatron is
also useful for the LHC
◆ the Tevatron is the only

place to gain hands-on
experience in hadron-
hadron collider physics

 And the LHC
experimenters is us
◆ we can get credit for the

LHC doing what we need
for the Tevatron

◆ I assume that’s one of the
reasons for  250
registrants



Conveners

 QCD (2 subgroups)
◆ F. Chlebana, S. Ellis, W. Giele, J. Huston, W.

Kilgore, S. Mrenna, W-K. Tung, M. Wobisch, M.
Zielinski

 Top/EW
◆ C. Gerber, T. Tait, E. Thomson, D. Wackeroth

 Higgs
◆ A. Dominguez, I. Iashvili, S. Willenbrock

 Physics Landscape
◆ R. Demina, B. Dobrescu, D. Rainwater, M. Schmitt



QCD group

 Most of the tools we want
to produce/develop in
this workshop are QCD-
related
◆ ME/MC generation

◆ NLO

◆ jet algorithms

◆ pdf’s and pdf uncertainties

◆ …

◆ I don’t even know why
people are going to the
other groups

-my ed. comment

Note that there have been a 
   series of previous meetings 
   organized by Steve Mrenna and
   myself dealing with these types of
   issues for Run 2

◆cepa.fnal.gov/patriot/mc4run2/index.html



Topics of investigation

 PDF’s and event classification
◆ is NLO DGLAP evolution sufficient for describing

Tevatron/HERA/LHC data? What is the impact of
NNLO pdf’s and cross sections

◆ pdf uncertainties and efficient use in
analyses/calculations

▲ why aren’t you using LHAPDF (if you’re not)?
▲ v3 of LHAPDF at durpdg.dur.ac.uk/lhapdf3/

◆ impact of Tevatron data on global pdf fits
▲ do stand-alone fits using only Tevatron (or LHC) data make

sense?

◆ jet algorithms, both cone and kT
▲ are theorists and experimentalists looking at the same

thing?
▲ are experimentalists really looking at what they think they’re

looking at?



NLO DGLAP

 Is there a tension between
HERA and Tevatron data
requiring NNLO DGLAP to
resolve?
◆ MRST study: hep-

ph/0308087
 Recent CTEQ study indicates

as more severe cuts are made
in x and Q2 in global analysis,
uncertainty on W cross
section at the LHC increases
but central value remains
relatively constant
◆ see talk in Monday

session

◆ this curve corresponds to
little HERA data in fit
(Q2>100 GeV2}

LM study 
of W cross
section at 
the LHC
using 
CTEQ6 
dataset



CTEQ LM study of W σ





MRST physical gluon



MRST physical gluon



Comparison to Run 1 jet data



Gluon evolution



ZEUS/H1 fits



ZEUS/H1 fits



NNLO pdf’s

 The NNLO pdf’s
produced by MRST and
Alekhin have used DIS
and DY cross sections at
NNLO but the NNLO
inclusive jet cross
section is not yet
complete (and is needed
for a true NNLO global
pdf fit)

 There was a suggestion
made at CERN that the
threshold resummation
of inclusive jet production
may suggest the full
results of the NNLO
calculation



NNLO DY



BFKL



W cross section at the Tevatron



W cross section as luminosity monitor



PDF uncertainties

 MRST uses Δχ2 of 50 for 90%
CL; CTEQ uses Δχ2 of 100
◆ each analysis contains

over 2000 data points from
a variety of processes

◆ Santa Barbara accord:
Δχ2=70?

 In new version of LHAPDF,
can keep all pdf’s in
memory at same time
◆ generate events using

central pdf; store pdf*pdf
weights for error pdf’s

◆ what sort of problems if
this technique is used with
parton shower Monte
Carlos where initial state
Sudakov factors depend
on the slopes of the pdf’s

J. Campbell, J. Huston; hep-ph/0405276

top at  the
Tevatron;
study in 
progress



W asymmetry

error pdf’s that have largest impact on W mass uncertainty also 
cause large deviations at high η 



Heavy flavor pdf’s



Jet algorithms

 Run II analyses in CDF
and D0 use both cone
and kT jet algorithm

 CDF has used both
JetClu (Run I) and
midpoint (Run II)
algorithms; D0 solely
midpoint
◆ subtle issues (and

solutions) regarding use of
midpoint algorithm

◆ See hep-ph/0111434, S.
Ellis, J. Huston, M.
Tonnesmann, On Building
Better Cone Jet Algorithms any cone centered

here is attracted
towards nearby large
 cluster of energy



Topics of investigation

 Hard scattering and hadronization
◆ testing of matrix element-parton showering matching

▲ CKKW
▲ MLM (L stand for Luigi by the way)

◆ comparisons to NLO where available
▲ validation of matching

◆ pilot studies with MCatNLO
◆ testing new parton shower approaches
◆ underlying event tunes and model development

▲ Is Tune A universal? Can Tune A be improved?
▲ Can Jimmy be tuned to Tevatron? Can we get a better name for

Jimmy?
▲ extrapolations to LHC

◆ hadronization corrections
▲ crucial for NLO comparisons, especially at low ET



Matrix element-parton shower matching

 Les Houches accord for
interface between matrix
element and parton shower
programs has become
universal

 But need to control size of
unwelcome logs

mlm: June 11 meeting of ME/MC

mlm and CKKW approaches for

controlling logs both in use at Tevatron

S. Mrenna and P. Richardson
hep-ph/0312274
systematic errors from comparison



W/Z + jets at the Tevatron

 Interesting physics and a
great laboratory for testing
theoretical tools

 In the near future, we will
produce absolute W/Z + n
jet cross sections

corrected to both hadron
and parton level in a wide
variety of kinematic
variables

 So that easy comparison to
any LO/NLO calculation can
be made

Frank Krauss: comparisons of 
Sherpa and MCFM



NLO vs LO behavior

Wbb and Wjj have similar HT distribution at LO; different at NLO
Consequence: HT not used in fitting for heavy flavor fraction in 
top searches in W + jets channel at CDF

J. Campbell, J. Huston; hep-ph/0405276Don’t rely just on LO predictions



Background studies for WW->H at LHC

 For W+>=2 jets at
Tevatron
◆ look at |η1-η2| as a function

of pT
jetmin

◆ Compare to MCFM
LO/NLO,
Herwig/Pythia/CKKW

 For W+>=3 jets
◆ Δη3* distribution as a

function of pT
min and |η1-η2|

◆ 3 jet fraction as a function
of pT

jet3

Dieter Zeppenfeld; talk at TeV4LHC



New parton showers

New kT-ordered parton shower: Sjostrand and Skands: hep-ph/0408032



Soft gluon radiation



Soft gluon radiation



Topics of investigation



Topics of investigation



Higgs production



Diphotons



Diphotons in Run 2

no gg

gg at NLO K-factor 
for gg is
large
(100%)

Yanwen Liu Ph.D 2004



 Other diphoton variables

small qT, large Δφ: effects of gluon resummation evident
large qT, small Δφ: NLO fragmentation important

We need a full NLO resummed calculation. 



Diphoton production

gg->γγ at the Tevatron may 
be useful for Testing 
resummation for
gg->H at the LHC

Les Houches 2003



Diphoton backgrounds



Physics Landscapes



Physics Landscapes



Websites and future meetings

 TeV4LHC: 
conferences.fnal.gov/tev4lhc/

 QCD
◆ www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/

tev4lhc/wg.htm
◆ see also

www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/
tevqcdwg/wg.htm

 TopEW
◆ www.hep.anl.gov/tait/tev4l

hc/topew.html

 Higgs
◆ www-

clued0.fnal.gov/~iashvili/T
eV4LHC_higgs/higgs.html

 Landscape

 Next meeting will be at
Brookhaven Feb 3-5,
2005

 Follow-up meeting at
CERN in late April, 2005

 Final meeting at
Fermilab in the fall of
2005

 Many of the issues are in
common with the
HERALHC workshop,cf

 09/17/2004• Hera4LHC:
Introduction, pdfs and
diffractionAlbert de Roeck  35
min  ppt   

 Hera4LHC: Heavy quarks, jets and
event generatorsMichael
Seymour  35 min  pdf   



You’re all wondering, How can I enlist?

 Four listserver mailing groups have
been set up:

tev4lhc-qcd
tev4lhc-higgs
tev4lhc-topew
tev4lhc-landscape

 If you would like to subscribe to the
working groups, here are the
instructions:
◆ To subscribe to a mailing list

called MYLIST
1. Send an e-mail message to
listserv@fnal.gov
2. Leave the subject line blank
3. Type "SUBSCRIBE MYLIST
FIRSTNAME LASTNAME"
(without the quotation marks) in
the body of your message.



Another workshop

 Physics at TeV
Colliders
◆ From 800 pb-1 at the

Tevatron to 30 fb-1 at
the LHC

◆ May 2-20
▲ right after CERN

meeting of TeV4LHC

 2 main working
groups
◆ SM and Higgs
◆ BSM and Higgs

modeling

note catchy new logo seen for
the first time at CERN here


